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Canine Cruciate Disease – 
Aetiology and Diagnosis
Rupture of the cranial cruciate ligament (CCL) is one of the most common causes of 
lameness in dogs. In recent years it has become apparent that the aetiology of CCL 
rupture in dogs is somewhat different to the acute traumatic injury commonly seen in 
humans. As such the terms ‘CCL disease’, or more simply, ‘cruciate disease’, have 
come to be favoured over the term ‘CCL rupture’. Simultaneously, our understanding 
of the impact of cruciate disease on the function and long-term health of the stifle joint 
has evolved. In the first of two articles the authors discuss the aetiology and diagnosis 
of cruciate disease, while the second article will cover management options.
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What is the cranial cruciate 
ligament and what does it do?
The canine stifle has little innate 
stability, consisting of two round femoral 
condyles that articulate with the flattened 
proximal aspects of the two tibial 
condyles (known as the ‘tibial plateau’). 
The correct alignment of the femoral 
and tibial articular surfaces with respect 
to one another relies upon several soft 
tissue structures crossing the joint. These 
structures may be passive, including the 
medial and lateral collateral ligaments and 
the cranial and caudal cruciate ligaments, 
or they may be active, such as the straight 
patellar ligament and muscles crossing 
the joint, including gastrocnemius, 
semimembranosus, semitendinosus, biceps 
femoris, sartorius and popliteus muscles.
The femoral attachment of the CCL is 
to the caudomedial aspect of the lateral 
femoral condyle and the caudolateral part 
of the intercondyloid fossa, and the tibial 
attachment is the cranial intercondyloid 
area. The caudal cruciate ligament attaches 
more cranially to the lateral femoral 
condyle and caudally to the proximal 
tibia. The cranial and caudal cruciate 
ligaments cross in the joint (thus the name 
‘cruciate’), with the CCL to the lateral 
side (Figure 1).

As a result of its anatomical location, 
the cranial cruciate ligament fulfils three 
mechanical functions in the stifle joint:

•	 Prevention of cranial tibial subluxation 
with reference to the femur

•	 Prevention of tibial internal rotation 
with respect to the femur

•	 Prevention of stifle hyperextension

Prevention of cranial tibial subluxation by 
passively tethering the two bones together 
is typically considered the most important 
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function of the CCL. During the stance 
phase of every stride the CCL acts to 
resist cranial subluxation of the tibia with 
respect to the femur.

Why does the cranial cruciate 
ligament rupture and how  
does this affect the joint?

Disorders of the CCL include: 
1. Avulsion of the tibial or femoral 
attachment: In skeletally immature 
animals avulsion of the ligament may be 
observed as a result of excessive strain on 
the relatively weaker bone at the site of 
tibial (Figure 2) or femoral attachment. 
The former is significantly more common 
than the latter.

2. Traumatic rupture of the CCL: This 
is the situation commonly recognised in 
humans but rarely seen in dogs. Acute 
rupture occurs in situations of joint 
overload, hyperextension and/or internal 
rotation beyond the capacity for the 
ligament to resist. This injury is rarely 
observed in the absence of further stifle 
joint injuries including medial/ lateral 
collateral ligament ruptures and medial/
lateral meniscal tears.

3. Chronic progressive degeneration  
of the CCL (true cruciate disease).

Cruciate disease
Progressive degeneration of the CCL is 
the true ‘cruciate disease’ and this is the 
primary focus of this article. A cause for 
cruciate disease has not been determined. 
Factors implicated in cruciate disease 
include anatomical conformation (such as 
tibial plateau angle, intercondyloid fossa 
dimensions), gait pattern, obesity and lack 
of fitness. However, no single factor has 
been shown to be a reliable predictor of 
cruciate disease.
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Figure 1: Post mortem view of the cranial 
aspect of the stifle joint showing the position 
of the cranial (yellow arrow) and caudal (green 
arrow) cruciate ligaments.

Figure 3: Proximal view of the tibial plateau 
showing the medial (red arrowhead) and lateral 
(green arrowhead) menisci (note excision of 
the caudal horn of the lateral meniscus at its 
attachment to the lateral femoral condyle) and 
the tibial attachments of the cranial (yellow 
arrow) and caudal (green arrow) cruciate 
ligaments. The impact of forces during weight 
bearing is absorbed partly as a result of 
redistribution as outward-directed ‘hoop stress’ 
within the menisci (represented with blue arrows 
on the medial meniscus).

Figure 2: Mediolateral radiographic projection 
of the stifle of a 6-month old Labrador retriever 
revealing a mineral density lesion in the 
cranial stifle joint consistent with an avulsion 
of the tibial attachment of the cranial cruciate 
ligament (red arrow).

Histological examination of diseased 
CCL tissue allows some conclusions to be 
made regarding the process itself. Histol-
ogy has revealed a mixture of reparative 
and degenerative processes. Fibroblasts 
demonstrate lower concentrations within 
the core of diseased tissue with some 
cells undergoing chondroid metaplasia. 
In the normal CCL, extracellular matrix 
(primarily collagen and glycosamino-
glycan) is continually broken down and 
resynthesized. However, the reduced 
density of fibroblasts and increased density 
of chondrocytes result in a higher rate of 
matrix turnover and altered mechanical 
properties. Crimping is a feature of the 
collagen component of healthy ligaments 
that is apparent histologically. During 
tension on the ligament, the wavy pattern 
of crimping within the collagen permits 
some elastic elongation, shock absorp-
tion and kinetic energy storage. Collagen 
fibrils remaining in diseased CCL tissue 
demonstrate significantly less crimping, 
suggesting altered material properties. 
Furthermore, the largely avascular canine 
CCL may also undergo further disruption 
of the vascularity during degeneration, 
although the significance of this finding is 
unclear (Hayashi and others 2011).  

The gross appearance of the degenerat-
ing CCL also changes. The normal CCL 
is brilliant white with clearly defined 
bundles of fibres. However, the degener-
ating ligament shows discolouration (dull 
white to yellow), thickening particularly 
near the tibial attachment and may 
have some broken fibres. Probing the 

degenerate CCL often reveals softness 
demonstrating loss of the tension present 
in the normal CCL.

Clear breed predispositions have been 
identified: the Labrador Retriever, Golden 
Retriever, Rottweiler, Newfoundland, 
St Bernard, Cocker and English Springer 
Spaniels and Staffordshire Bull Terrier are 
over-represented, while the Dachshund, 
Bassett Hound, Greyhound and Old 
English Sheepdog are underrepresented. 
Female dogs are more commonly rep-
resented than males, and neutered dogs 
more than entire dogs. As well as breed 
predispositions, there appears to be an 
individual propensity to developing the 
disease. In one study the chance of suffer-
ing contralateral cruciate disease within 31 
months of a diagnosis of unilateral cruciate 
disease was 37% (Doverspike et al, 1993).

Although much is known about pre-
disposing factors and histology of the 
diseased tissue, there is currently no answer 
as to why the CCL undergoes chronic 
degeneration in some dogs. Unfortunately, 
it seems that once the process has begun, 
continued degeneration is inevitable and 
healing cannot be relied upon to restore 
normal CCL strength. CCL degeneration 
can be insidious and slow, developing in 
some cases over several months or years. 
As the strain tolerance of the ligament 
reduces over time, it is unlikely that rest 
will halt the progression of CCL disease, 
although there may be some temporary 
improvement in apparent clinical function 
in the absence of exercise.

The impact on joint health of 
cruciate disease
The most important function of the 
CCL is to prevent cranial tibial sub-
luxation with respect to the femur. As the 
CCL degenerates the degree of cranial 
tibial subluxation during weight-bearing 
increases. Craniocaudal instability results in 
abnormal joint contact forces and cartilage 
wear.  The inevitable consequence of 
abnormal cartilage wear is osteoarthritis. 
At a cellular level, chondrocytes upregulate 
cartilage extra-cellular matrix breakdown 
throughout the stifle joint. The breakdown 
products interact with the macrophage-
like cells of the synovium and a cycle of 
cytokine-mediated inflammation and joint 
degeneration is induced. Unfortunately,  
progression of osteoarthritis will continue 
irrespective of any surgical intervention.

Abnormal motion is also implicated 
in the frequency with which meniscal 
injury is observed in the CCL-deficient 
stifle. The menisci are semi-lunar pads 
of fibrocartilage that are situated within 
the femoro-tibial joint spaces medially 
and laterally. They act as an extension of 
the tibia to improve conformation of the 
femoro-tibial articulation and to absorb 
impact via outward-directed radial forces 
known as ‘hoop stress’ (Figure 3). The 
medial meniscus has caudal and cranial 
attachments to the tibial plateau. The 
lateral meniscus has a cranial attachment 
to the tibial plateau but a caudal attach-
ment to the lateral femoral condyle. It is 
this anatomical difference that has been 


